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Abstract

The transport of connectionless data is necessary for the compatibility of
emerging wide area ATM networks with existing computer networks. This
paper investigates the design and performance of a virtual connectionless network
overlayed on top of cell-based connection-oriented ATM networks. The virtual
connectionless network is made possible by utilizing connectionless servers.
Two packet forwarding techniques used by connectionless servers are examined.
Forwarding connectionless packets in a cell-by-cell manner (streaming mode) is
shown to result in lower packet loss and end-to-end delay than packet-by-packet
forwarding of connectionless data (reassembly mode). A design and
implementation are presented for a streaming mode connectionless server capable
of a maximum throughput of 100 Mbps.
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1 Introduction

The emergence ofa high speed, wide area ATM network presents both opportunities and challenges
to network service providers. While emerging ATMnetworks must be capable of supporting future
applications such as digital voice and video, many of the design choices made to optimize ATM
for voice and video render the transport of traditional connectionless data traffic from LANs and
MANs difficult. If ATM is to be widely accepted in the wide area arena, it must efficiently support
high speed data applications and be able to interconnect existing LANs and MANs.

There are a variety of approaches to providing connectionless data service in ATM net
works. A simple approach is to use the connection oriented service of ATM to interconnect pairs
ofconnectionless data networks. The example in Figure 1(a) illustrates an interworking unit (IWU)
in one LAN maintaining a connection to another LAN's interworking unit. Note that in order to
send packets to a third LAN, a separate connection is required. This approach is called the indi
rect approach since the network only indirectly achieves connectionless service through the use of
connections already provided by ATM.

Within the indirect approach, the type ofconnections used to support connectionless service
may vary. One possibility is to use permanent virtual connections, or PVCs, between each pair of
ATM endpoints (e.g., interworking units or end systems) that require communication. PVCs are
particularly useful in situations where traffic between the two endpoints is known to have regular
characteristics or where connection establishment overhead cannot be tolerated. The drawback of

PVCs is that they consume network resources even when idle. An altemative to PVCs is switched
virtual connections, or SVCs. An SVC can be established upon the reception of the first packet des
tined for a given network and terminated after some period of inactivity. The use of SVCs reduces
the waste of network resources while at the same time imposing a delay on packet transmission
due to connection setup. It is generally agreed that the use of SVCs will outweigh the use of PVCs,
mostly due to the fact that they provide more flexibility in determining the topology of a network.

Variants of the indirect approach have been adopted by both the ATM Forum and the In
ternet Engineering Task Force's IP over ATM working group. The ATM Forum has focused its
attention on the provision of connectionless service through LAN emulation [1]. The basic idea
of LAN emulation is to make an ATM end system appear to the network as a typical IEEE 802
LAN end system. This is achieved through the implementation of a specialized MAC sublayer,
tailored specifically for ATM. Within the ATM MAC sublayer proposed by the ATM Forum exists
such functionality as connection management, signalling, address resolution, and MAC-layer en
capsulation. By emulating the IEEE 802 interface, the LAN emulation approach allows ATM end
stations to interconnect with other networks through bridges or routers in much the same way that
systems in Ethernets and token rings do now.

The IETF has taken a slightly different approach from the ATM Forum, opting instead to
support connectionless service through the network layer rather than through the MAC sublayer.
The IETF solution consists of encapsulating IP frames with IEEE 802.2 LLC and IEEE 802.1a
SNAP headers [2]. The encapsulated IP frames are then stored in the payload of an AAL 5 PDU
for subsequent segmentation and transmission via the ATM network. Address resolution in the
IETF model of connectionless service is achieved through the use of ARP servers located in each
IP subnet [3]. Interconnection of isolated ATM networks is realized through the use of IP routers.



The IETF and ATM Forum are focusing (at least initially) on providing ATM connectionless
service in the local area environment with bridges and routers serving as interconnection devices.
However, in order to efficiently support connectionless service in a public wide area ATM net
work setting, special attention must be paid to scalability. One method that addresses scalability
is the direct approach to connectionless service [4]. This approach is the focus of the remain
der of this paper. It is based on the deployment ofconnectionless servers (CLS) throughout the
network, forming a virtual connectionlessnetworkoverlayedon the connection-orientedATM net
work. Connectionless serversact as packetrouters, routing packets to otherconnectionless servers
until the destination isreached. These connectionless servers are attached strategically toa subset
ofswitches within the network. The topology ofthe virtual connectionless network may take any
number of forms including ring, mesh, and star depending on the desired efficiency and robust
ness [5]. An example configuration is shown in Figure 1(b). Compared to the indirect approach
in Figure 1(a), a LAN needs only one open connection to a connectionless server in order to send
packets to one or more destination LANs. This method is called the direct approach because the
ATM network provides the connectionless service directly to the user; the user is responsible only
for sending encapsulated connectionless data into the virtual connectionless network. The direct
approach hasbeensuggested asa means ofsupporting connectionless services similar toSMDS [6].

The direct approach hasseveral advantages over the indirect approach in a wide areaenvi
ronment. First, it is inherently scalable. Fewer connections, and thereby fewer network resources,
are needed to interconnect LANs in the direct approach. Network resources such as bandwidth
are concentrated onthe connections between connectionless servers asopposed tobeing dispersed
throughout the network as in the case of the indirect approach.

Second, thedirect approach relieves thelocal area network customers of responsibility for
making routing decisions byforcing that responsibility onto the ATM network. This simplifies the
use ofconnectionless service for theuser since little ornospecial hardware or software support on
the user's sideis required. Furthermore, the user of connectionless service requires only onecon
nection into the virtual connectionless network, as opposed to the numerous connections required
by the indirect approach. This may aid the user in terms of resource usage and connection setup
overhead.

Finally, the connections between connectionless servers in the direct approach have better
traffic characteristics thanconnections between LANpairssincetheyaggregate datafroma number
of data sources. Because of this aggregation, the resulting cell streams are less bursty and more
predictable, yielding less cell loss at ATM switches.

The direct approach, however, does have its disadvantages. For one, the use of connection
less servers increases the time required to transmit connectionless data from source to destination.
They also increase the likelihood of network congestion between servers. This problem has been
studied by a number of researchers, and the general conclusion is that some form of bandwidth
management should be applied on inter-CLS connections. For instance, the virtual circuits may
reserve some amount of bandwidth and adjust it slowly as demand changes [7]. Alternatively,
bandwidth may be borrowed from other unused connections on a more flexible basis whenever
traffic flows are heavy [8].

Another disadvantage is that, depending on the routing protocol used, packets may take
different pathsand arrive at theirdestinations out of sequence. This is particularly true in thecase



where the routing protocols usedto provide directconnectionless service aredynamic (e.g.,OSPF).
Nevertheless, out-of-sequence packets are part and parcel of any connectionless service offering,
and higher layers are adept in responding to it.

To summarize, the indirect approach is the simplest to implement but has problems with
scalability to public, wide area environments. It is the most appropriate approach for small ATM
networks (e.g., virtual LANs) where connection cost is not as important a factor. The direct ap
proach requires the most effort on the part of the network service provider, but it is the most scalable
of the approaches. Furthermore, it provides the ATMendpoint with a single connection onto which
it can send all connectionlesstraffic, and it shapes traffic in such a way that it is more easily accom
modated by an ATM network. In a public ATM setting where a large number of interconnected
LANs will exist, the direct approach is the most appropriate.

Previous work by the authors has focused on buffering techniques and a preliminary ar
chitecture for connectionless service [9]. This paper focuses specifically on the design, imple
mentation and performance of connectionless servers for the direct approach. In section 2, issues
involved in connectionless server design are discussed. In section 3, the two connectionless server
forwarding modes described in section 2 are evaluated via simulation. In section 4, a design for
one of the connectionless servers based on one of the forwarding modes is specified. Finally, ob
servations are summarized in section 5.

2 Connectionless Servers

Connectionless servers are network devices attached to or incorporated into ATM switches as
shown in Figure 2. Cells requiring connectionless service are switched to the connectionless server
where they are processed. After being processed, the cells are transmitted on a connection back
to the switch where they are switched to the next connectionless server or interworking unit. In-
terworking units, which reside at the perimeter of the ATM network, encapsulate connectionless
packets from LANs and MANs using a framing protocol such as CLNAP [10]. The packets are
then segmented according to a given ATM adaptation layer (AAL) protocol and sent to connection
less servers via virtual connections. After being routed through a series of connectionless servers,
the cells of each packet are received at the destination interworking unit where the packets are
reassembled, stripped of their CLNAP headers, and forwarded on the connectionless data network
using the appropriate MAC protocol. This section discusses the framing ofconnectionless packets,
the forwarding of segmented packets, and the management of traffic flow used for connectionless
service. Other issues such as routing algorithms and connectionless network topology are beyond
the scope of this paper.

ATM Adaptation Layer

The ATMadaptation layer is responsible for encapsulating and transmitting connectionless packets.
As most packets from existing LANs are greater than 48 bytes in length, segmentation of LAN
packets must take place at the source interworking units, while reassembly must take place at the
destination interworking unit. Additional segmentation and reassembly may also be performed at
intermediate connectionless servers. These functions are delegated to the ATM Adaptation Layer.



There are currently two AAL protocols being considered for transporting connectionless
data, AAL 3/4 and AAL 5. The primary difference between the two protocols is the presence of
a multiplexing identifier (MID) field in the AAL 3/4 cell format. In addition to the MID field,
the AAL 3/4 cell also has payload error checksum, sequence number, segment type and length
indicator fields. The actual payload size of an AAL 3/4 cell is 44 bytes. AAL5 cells have none of
these fields in their cell format, thus their payloadis the full48 bytes. AAL5 is moreefficient due
to its lower overhead and slightly better payload alignment (payload begins at a 4 byte boundary
in AAL 5 vs. a 2 byte boundary in AAL 3/4). The primary functional difference between the two
schemes is at the protocol level where packet multiplexing takes place.

In AAL 3/4, cells belonging to a packet are identified by their connection (VPI/VCI) and
10-bit multiplexing (MID) identifiers, whereas in AAL 5, cells of a packet canbe identified only
by theirconnection identifiers. Thus, in order tocell interleave (i.e., multiplex cells from different
packets onto one stream) multiple packets with AAL 3/4, only one connection isneeded and packets
may be differentiated by their MID values. With AAL 5, cell interleaving is only possible on
a virtual path level with packets distinguished by their VCIs. To allow the same level of cell
interleaving with AAL 5 as AAL 3/4, 1024 virtual circuits areneeded foreach hop.

In smallerATM networks the cost of establishing virtual paths is not prohibitive, so either
AAL may be used to implement cell interleaving. For larger ATM networks where the cost of
virtual paths is a factor, AAL 5 should not be used with cell interleavingbut instead should be used
only with packet interleaving (i.e., the unmingled transmission of one packet at a time). Since it
includes a MID field, AAL 3/4 can be used with either cell or packet interleaving in either local
or wide area ATM environments. Thus, while AAL 5 is slightly more efficient, AAL 3/4 is more
flexible. Because of ATM's high transmission rates, the minor bandwidth efficiency gained from
AAL 5's smaller overhead may be insignificant. Since the primary focus of the work presented
in this paper is large scale public ATM networks directly providing connectionless service, we
assume the use of AAL 3/4.

Forwarding Scheme Alternatives

The direct approach to connectionless service requires each connectionless server to make routing
decisions and to forward packets to the subsequent server hop. Because packets are segmented and
delivered in cell streams, there are two possible methods for forwarding packets at a connectionless
server; packet based forwarding and cell based forwarding [11] [12].

In packet based forwarding, incoming cells are reassembled into packets at each connec
tionless server. The outgoing connection to the next connectionless server is determined for the
packet, and the packet is (re)segmented into cells which are delivered to the next hop using the
appropriate connection and packet identifiers. This mode of operation shall henceforth be referred
to as reassembly mode operation.

In cell based forwarding, packets are not reassembled in connectionless servers. Instead,
the packet's constituent cells are forwarded one at a time, as they are received, in a cut-through
manner to the next hop. When the first cell of a packet arrives, the routing protocol uses the
destination interworking unit address stored in the encapsulation header to determine the next hop
connectionless server or interworking unit. This routing information is stored in a table so that



the connectionless server can simply perform a lookup and determine the next hop for each of the
packet's remaining cells. The use of the table allows cells to be delivered before the entire packet
has been received and also prevents cells of the same packet from following different routes. This
mode of operation shall henceforth be referred to as streaming mode operation.

The performance of these two packet forwarding modes is investigated in detail in Sec
tion 3.

Flow Control

In a wide area environment, some form of rate control is necessary to prevent short-term conges
tion and to enforce flow control between connectionless servers. Suppose a connectionless server
is capable of processing p cells per second and there are N incoming connections to the server. In
order to avoid overloading the server, the generation rate of each source should not, on average,
exceed p/N cells per second. This restriction implies that a rate control permitting the transmission
of only one cell per N/p seconds be implemented for the virtual circuits leading to the connection
less server. Since all N sources may not always have cells to transmit, it is possible to allow a few
of the N sources to send at a rate greater than p/N for short durations without overloading the con
nectionless server. However, since it is difficult to coordinate the traffic flows of all N sources, and

the goal is to minimize cell loss, we have assumed that traffic sources and connectionless servers
are limited to transmitting p/N cells per second. The simulations presented in Section 3 assume a
rate control device to implement such a flow control. However, the design presented in Section 4
does not consider the implementation of a flow control device since it can be attached externally.

3 CLS Performance

Three design factors have a particularly important impact on the performance of reassembly and
streaming mode connectionless servers. The use of buffer space in connectionless servers is one
such factor. Since streaming mode servers forward cells as they come in, buffer space is needed
only for output rate control. Reassembly mode servers, on the other hand, require buffer space
both for packet reassembly and for output rate control. Therefore, for the same amount of buffer
space, buffer utilization is greater for reassembly mode servers than for streaming mode servers,
increasing their cell loss rate due to buffer overflow. However, reassembly mode servers have
better discarding characteristics than streaming mode. When a cell is dropped in a reassembly
mode connectionless server, the entire frame to which the cell belonged can be discarded. On
the other hand, streaming mode servers can only discard the cells arriving after the loss. Thus,
useless connectionless traffic needlessly fills connectionless server buffers downstream. For this
reason, reassembly mode may show lower overall packet loss under certain circumstances, while
streaming mode may show lower packet loss in others.

Another factor influencing the overall performance of connectionless service is the nature
of streaming and reassembly mode operation. Because reassembly mode requires the reassembly
of packets at each CLS hop before transmission can begin, it imposes longer end-to-end packet
delays. Since these reassembly delays are experienced at each server hop, routes with a greater



number of hops experience proportionally longer end-to-end delays. On the other hand, the de
lay experienced with streaming mode servers is also a function of the number ofhops traversed.
Since streaming mode servers must interleave cells, interfering traffic may delay their transmission,
thereby increasing the departure time between the first and last cells of a packet. This effect not
only increases theend-to-end delay, but it also requires larger reassembly buffers in thedestination
interworking units. Thus, depending onthe state ofthe network, reassembly mode may experience
better end-to-end delay than streaming mode and vice versa.

Finally, the interleaving method used onconnectionless server output ports is a design fac
tor that may affect the relative performance of streaming and reassembly modes. For instance,
the type of interleaving influences packet loss within the ATM network. For instance, cell inter
leaving may reduce burstiness in the network. Consider a stream consisting of cell interleaved
packets, each of which is ultimately destined for different connectionless servers. As the stream
is demultiplexed, the resulting streams become less bursty, thereby reducing the overall cell loss
experienced in the network. Lower cell loss translates directly into lowerpacketloss. On the other
hand, packet interleaving fares better under the influence ofthe consecutive cell loss resulting from
bufferoverflow, either in switches or in connectionlessservers [13]. If consecutive cell loss occurs,
fewer packets are affected in the case of packet interleaving than in the case of cell interleaving.
Since thelossof a single cell renders a packet useless, isolating cell losses to fewer packets is more
advantageous than distributing cell losses across several packets. Thus, while cell interleaved traf
fic benefits from lower burstiness, packet interleaved traffic benefits from better resilience in the
face of consecutive cell loss. The better forwarding mode, streaming or reassembly, will depend
partly on which interleaving method results in lower overall loss. Reassembly mode connection
less servers maybe used with either interleaving method. However, because streaming mode can
only use cell interleaving, it must attain better packet loss and delay performance from reduced
burstiness or reduced buffer occupancy.

Simulation Model

The network simulation model is composed of two connectionless servers as shown in Figure 3.
The first server, CLS-1, is fed by N interworking units, each of which is assumed to maintain
a PVC (or a long-lived SVC) to the server. In other words, connection setup is not considered
in the simulations. Of the N output PVCs from CLS-1, one is fed through the network where it
experiences network cell loss and delay before reaching CLS-2. The remaining N —\ outgoing
connections are assumed to be destined for other CLSs or interworking units not shown in the
figure. In addition to the connectionless traffic from CLS-1, CLS-2 receives traffic from N — \
additional interworking units. Using this model, the packet delays and loss probabilities have been
studied for both a single hop {TWU to CLS-1) and a multi-hop {IWU to CLS-1 to CL5-2 to IWU)
scenario. Both streaming and reassembly mode' connectionless servers have been simulated.

The interworking units shownin Figure3 generate packet interleavedpacketswith geomet
rically distributedsizes of minimum size Lmin, maximum size Lmax, and averagesize L. In order
to simulate random delays between packets generated by interworkingunits, the time between the
arrival of the last cell of one packet and the first cell of the next packet at CLS-1 is assumed to

'Reassembly mode connectionless servers were simulated using packet interleaving.



Parameter Value Description

N 4 Number of input/output ports at CLS

^/HCo 4 cell slots Minimum cell interdeparture time at output ports

1/Ac 4 cell slots Average cell interarrival time from IWUs

1/Af variable Average interpacket delay from IWUs
L 15 cells Mean packet size

Lfnin 2 cells Minimum packet size

Lmax 210 cells Maximum packet size

Bcls 250/500/1000 cells Buffer size at CLS

^net Network cell loss probability

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

follow a geometric distribution with mean I/Af- Similarly, spacing between cells is drawn from a
geometric distribution with mean 1/Ac.

At connectionless servers, a shared output buffer of size Bcls is employed for both stream
ing and reassembly mode in order to store incoming cells. Within the connectionless servers, cell
loss and subsequent packet loss occurs when Bcls overflows. If a single cell of a packet is lost,
the remaining cells of the packet can be discarded. As described earlier, streaming mode servers
are only able to discard cells arriving after the lost cell, since preceding cells have already been
transmitted. However, reassembly mode servers discard both the successive and preceding cells,
since the preceding cells remain in the buffer for packet reassembly.

The destinations of the incoming packets are assumed to be uniformly distributed among
the N output ports, each of which is regulated using a simple rate control scheme. The rate control
models a general rate control device that restricts the cell interdeparture times to a minimum of
11Heo- Such rate control prevents traffic overload at the next hop coimectionless server.

In addition to cell loss and delay within connectionless servers due to buffering, there can
be cell loss and delay within the network. The virtual connection leading to from CLS-1 to CLS-2 is
affected both by cell loss and delay. The network cell loss is assumed to be random and independent
with probability Inet- The network delay on the connection between CLS-1 and CLS-2 is simulated
by a single queue with an interfering Poisson cell stream and a constant service time.

Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters. The number of ports (N = 4) was chosen as
a compromise between a realistic value and one that is feasible for simulation. The cell interarrival
time and rate control parameters, l/Xc and IIHeo, were assumed equal to N in order to ensure
that cells arriving over N connections would not, on average, overload the connectionless server.
The mean packet size L was chosen to be 15cells. This size is based on the IP MTU of 500 bytes,
which has been found to form a significant portion of TCP/IP data traffic [14]. The minimum
and maximum packet sizes, Lmin and Lmax, are set in accordance with CLNAP encapsulation of
TCP/IP packets using AAL 3/4. The buffer size Bcls was chosen to match reasonably sized fast
memories of 32 kB and 64 kB. Finally, the high network loss rate (/„et = 10"^) was chosen to
amplify the effect of network cell loss on packet level performance.



In most of the simulation results that follow, the output load on each CLS connection is
the parameter against which connectionless server characteristics are measured. The load on each
CLS output port is defined as the fraction of time an outputport is busy with the transmission or
rate control of exiting cells. It therefore equals the number of cells that arrive per unit time (A)
divided by the number of cells that can depart per unit time inco)-

The overall cell arrival rate Ais obtained from the average interpacket delay (1/Af) and average
per-packet cell interarrival time (1/Ac) as follows:

L-\ , j_
Ac Ajr

Results

In order to capture the impact of different design factors on the performance of streaming and
reassembly mode connectionless servers, several performance measures have been obtained. The
first such performance measure is packetloss probability for a singleCLS hop. See Figure4. Note
that for a buffer size of 1000 cells, the packet loss probabilities are virtually identical for the two
forwarding modes. However, as the load and buffer sizes decrease, the difference in packet loss
between streaming and reassembly mode appears. It becomes readily apparent that reassembly
mode servers have worse packet loss characteristics than streaming mode servers. In reassembly
mode servers with small buffers, packets reside in the buffer for longer periods of time as they are
reassembled. This longer buffer occupancy time results in a greater propensity for buffer overflow
as other packets arrive. Streaming mode servers achieve better packet loss rates simply because
cells flowing through them are buffered only for rate control purposes.

End-to-end packet loss probability is a second measure by which design factors can be
studied. Figure 5 illustrates the overall loss rate ofpackets that traverse both CLS-1 and CLS-2. This
figure shows that streaming mode packet loss rate remains less than or equal to that for reassembly
mode for all buffer sizes and loads. Two important conclusions can be drawn from this observation.
First, recall that reassembly mode servers are capable of discarding entire packets when a single cell
is lost, whereas streaming mode servers can only discard the remainder of a packet. According to
the results in Figure 5, this effect is not important enough to significantly improve the overall packet
loss rate of reassembly mode in comparison to streaming mode. The shorter buffer occupancy time
of cells in streaming mode servers is clearly more important in determining end-to-end packet
loss than the beneficial discarding characteristics of reassembly mode servers. Second, recall that
streaming mode servers may have higher packet loss than reassembly mode due to consecutive cell
loss. Based on the results in Figure 5, however, one can conclude that the impact of consecutive
cell loss is only a minor one. It does not significantly diminish the performance of streaming mode
relative to reassembly mode. Thus, packet loss in reassembly mode servers is only influenced to
a slight extent by improved packet discarding, while streaming mode servers appear not to suffer
significantly from the effects of consecutive cell loss.



The impact of network cell loss is also evident in Figure 5. With Inet = 10"^, the network
cell loss has very little effecton the packet loss when the packet loss probabilities are larger than
10"'*. However, when packet loss is less than this, both streaming and reassembly mode connec
tionless servers suffer in equal amounts from loss in the network. Althoughone might assume that
reassembly mode would be affected less by networkcell loss due to its utilizationof packet inter
leaving, the fact that network cell loss was random and nonconsecutive led to a negligible effect
on the relative packet loss probabilities of streaming and reassembly modes.

End-to-end delay is yet another useful measure by which streaming and reassembly mode
can be compared. Figure 6 illustrates the end-to-end delay of streaming and reassembly mode
servers for various buffer sizes and loads. A packet's end-to-end delay is defined as the time
between the arrival of its first cell at CLS-1 and the departure of its last cell from CLS-2. The delay
for packets traversing reassembly mode servers is consistently greater than that for streaming mode
servers. This fact is due simply to the greater amount of time required to reassemble packets before
transmitting them to the next hop. Note that for both streaming and reassembly mode servers,
delays increase as buffer size increases. This effect is to be expected since packet loss is greater in
the case of smaller buffers.

Another important observation obtained from Figure 6 is the narrowing of the delays be
tween streaming and reassembly mode servers as load increases. For low loads or large buffer size
where the packet loss probability is relatively low, the difference in delay for the two modes is
fairly constant. However, as load increases to a point where packet loss dominates, the difference
in end-to-end delay becomes very small. This effect is due to the better discarding characteristics
of reassembly mode. Reassembly mode's better discarding characteristics reduce the load on the
the next hop server by discarding entire packets when a single cell is lost. This reduction in load
in turn improves the delay of packets that have not been discarded, thereby narrowing the gap
between streaming and reassembly mode end-to-end delays.

The effect ofcell interleaving on packet delay can be seen by examining the output duration
of packets. The output duration of a packet is the time between the departures of its first and last
cells from a connectionless server. Recall that streaming mode servers have the potential to increase
the output durations of packets as the number of hops grows. Figure 7 illustrates how the average
output duration changes in relation to the input duration (i.e., the time between the arrivals of the
packet's first and last cells) at CLS-1. Reassembly mode shows little evidence of increased output
duration since it utilizes packet interleaving. Cells from reassembly mode packets are transmitted
unmingled with cells from other packets. On the other hand, streaming mode, which uses cell
interleaving, exhibits at CLS-1 output durations that are 50-70% longer than the input durations.
As the packets arrive at CLS-2 their average output duration becomes 60-85% longer than their
original input duration at CLS-1. As expected, the output duration increases as more hops are
traversed. However, the diminishing rate of increase was unanticipated. We hypothesize that the
abatement in the increase ofoutput durations as hop count grows is due to the cell interleaved nature
of the stream arriving from CLS-1. As the stream is demultiplexed in CLS-2, cells destined for
different output ports are separated. Because cells from interfering packets on other ports are able
to fill the spaces in the demultiplexed traffic stream, output duration fails to increase significantly.
Thus, as the number of hops increases, one finds the output duration for streaming mode servers
stabilizing.



Finally, the effect ofthe number ofports (N) on the performance ofstreaming and reassem
bly mode operation is interesting to note. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the effect ofincreasing N on
packet loss and delay. The load on each output connection is kept constant {p = 0.75), while the
total buffer space increases proportionally with the number of ports. Packet loss decreases, while
packet delay increases. The reason is increased buffer sharing. As N increases and the buffer space
per connection remains constant, there is more overall bufferspace for each connection to share.
Note however that as N increases, reassembly mode exhibits a slower improvement inpacket loss
and a faster worsening ofdelays than streaming mode. Reassembly mode's poorer relative perfor
mance is a result of the fact that increasing the number of ports increases the number of packets
that fill buffers while they await reassembly and transmission.

In summary, the following generalizations can be made:

• Streaming mode connectionless servers provide superior performance topacket interleaving
reassembly mode connectionless servers. They achieve lower end-to-end delay and packet
loss rates for all loads.

• While the better discarding characteristics and consecutive cell loss resilience ofreassembly
mode make it seem competitive with streaming mode, these characteristics do not signifi
cantly impact the overall performance of reassembly mode servers.

• Random cell loss in the network does not affect one forwarding mode to a greater degree
than the other.

• Although the output duration is longer under cell interleaving than under packet interleaving,
this duration grows at a slower rate as more hops are traversed.

• As N increases, thepacket loss rate of streaming mode becomes substantially less than that
for reassembly mode.

4 Streaming Mode Connectionless Server Design

Simulation results have shown that streaming mode provides lower packet loss and and smaller
delays than reassembly mode. Thus, we have concentrated our architectural efforts on designing
and implementing a streaming mode connectionless server.

The goalof implementing a connectionless server is to empirically study the performance
of streaming mode connectionless servers. Since the primary objective of this empirical analysis
is to investigate the performance of connectionless servers, a number of simplifications have been
made in order to avoid the complexity of designing components irrelevant to our research.

• Link Speed-. It is notourgoaltoproduce thefastest possible connectionless server. Thetarget
throughput of the connectionless server is 100 Mbps. Higher throughput can be achieved
with improved VLSI implementations.

• Permanent Virtual Connections: The streaming mode connectionless server assumes that
virtual connections are established permanently between connectionless servers. Switched



virtual circuit operation requires more sophisticated routing, signaling and connection man
agement protocols, issues which are beyond the scope of this paper.

• Fixed Routing: It is assumed that existing routing protocols (e.g., OSPF) may be applied
on top of connectionless servers. The authors have chosen, however, to use a fixed routing
scheme in order to avoid this complexity.

• Address Resolution: The authors are implementing the streaming mode connectionless server
using a flat address space. Furthermore, since the connectionless servers are to be tested in
a small environment, only the least significant 16 bits of the destination interworking unit
address are used to perform the next-hop lookup.

These assumptions have simplified server design and development without impeding study of all
pertinent aspects of research.

For a throughput of 100 Mbps, a cell must be processed within 4.2 /xs. Such time require
ments place strong restrictions on server design decisions, mandating the use of application specific
VLSI- or FPGA-based chip designs, or efficiently designed discrete device layouts. The authors
have opted for HCMOS-based discrete devices in the first stage of implementation in order to foster
on-the-fly modifications and to reduce implementation costs.

Figure 10 illustrates the functional model of a streaming mode connectionless server. Its
major components include:

Forwarding Table Stores information for each packet currently being processed by the CLS.

Forwarding Table VPC Map Determines offset into the forwarding table based on the incoming
VPyVCI of each cell.

Address Resolution Map Performs the routing function by translating destination interworking
unit addresses into outgoing VPWCI/MID combinations.

Protocol Engine Coordinates communication between the network and each of the components
listed above.

An output rate control device is not implemented within the connectionless server, as such a device
can be implemented externally. Detailed descriptions of each of these units follow.

Forwarding Table

The Forwarding Table keeps track of all packets that are currently in the process of being
transferred through the connectionless server. It is a large memory containing for each packet an
outgoing VPWCI, an outgoing MID, an expected cell sequence number, and other miscellaneous
information about the packet such as the segment type (ST) and the deliver damaged frame (DDF)
option. See Figure 11. A page of the ForwardingTableis indexedby the internal connection num
ber providedby the Forwarding Table VPCMap (i.e., there is one page per incoming connection).
Each page is furtherindexedby the 10-bitMID field of the incoming cell. TheMIDfield, provided
by AAL 3/4, is used to distinguish up to 1024unique packets on a single coimection.

Forwarding Table VPC Map



The Forwarding Table VPC Map, depicted in Figure 12, performs a quick lookup on the
incoming VPWCIofeach cell and produces a page number for the Forwarding Table. This page
number is then used as anindex into the Forwarding Table memory, which stores a listofoutgoing
connection identifiers and other control information. The Forwarding Table VPC Map consists of
a 48-bit content addressable memory (CAM) and control logic allowing access to it. The use of
content addressable memory allows rapid lookup with a deterministic retrieval time. Eachentry in
the CAM consists of28bits for the incoming VPWCI pair and upto20bits for the corresponding
forwarding tablepage number. The Forwarding Table VPC Map's control logic receives a start
signal from the Protocol Engine when the data lines containing the VPWCI values from the in
coming cell are ready to be looked up. Once theCAM has performed thelookup, thecontrol logic
sets the done signal to notify the Protocol Engine that the connection number is ready to be read
from the register. The Protocol Engine then sends a handshake signal to the Forwarding Table
VPC Map, at which time the done signal is set low once more, and a new translation can take
place.

Address Resolution Map

Upon receiving the first cell of a packet, the Address Resolution Map performs two func
tions. First, the Address Resolver component performs a lookup on the cell's destination inter-
working unit address, calculates the next hop, and returns the VPWCI of the proper outgoing
connection. Since a small, flat address space is beingused, a simple contentaddressable memory
suffices for address resolution. In fact, the implementation is similar to that of the Forwarding Ta
ble VPCMap except that it maps 16bitsof the destination address ontoa 28-bitoutgoing VPWCI
value. Therefore, the only difference between the two is the format of the CAM entries and the
setting of the mask values. An implementation supporting a hierarchical address structure can be
supported using CAMs specially designed for routers [15].

Second, the MID Manager component allocates a unique multiplexing identifier for the
packet on the outgoing connection. Within the MID Manager, each outgoing connection is allo
cated a page of pointers in static RAM with one entry per MID (e.g., entry i is for MID value i)-
Available MIDs are managed by a single linked list as shown in Figure 13. MIDs that are un
available are implicitly designated by not being in the available MID list. The entry in location
0 contains a head pointer to the first available MID entry in the list for the outgoing connection,
while the entry in location 1023 points to the tail of the list. MIDs are allocated by removing the
corresponding entry from the head of the list, and are freed by adding the entry to the tail of the
list.

Protocol Engine and Network Interface

The Protocol Engine and Network Interface are the set of control logic and communication
subsystems that coordinates and controls the data flow in the connectionless server. They are illus
trated in Figure 14. A three-cell memory is utilized to allow pipelined operation of the reception
unit, protocol engine unit, and transmission unit. Each of the these three units is attached to one
of three cell memories through a contention-free memory access interface. The Memory Access
Interface Controller rotates the memory assignments among the three units at cell slot intervals,
thereby enabling pipelined processing of cells.



The Protocol Engine is largely a collection of control logic and registers responsible for
coordinating the efforts of the Forwarding Table VPCMap, the Address Resolution Map, the For
warding Table, and the Memory Access Interface. The Protocol Engine triggers a lookup on the
incoming VPWCI of every cell in the Forwarding Table VPC Map. The page number produced
by the Forwarding Table VPC Map is used along with the incoming MID of the cell to index into
the Forwarding Table RAM. When the first cell of a packet (EOF cell, or beginning of frame cell)
arrives, it is dispatched by the Protocol Engine to the Address Resolution Map for next-hop des
tination lookup and outgoing MID allocation. This information is stored in the Forwarding Table
for use by subsequent cells of the same packet. To handle continuation of frame (COF) and end
of frame (EOF) cells, the connectionless server simply uses information in the Forwarding Table
to determine the output port for the next-hop connectionless server. Once next-hop connection
less server for a cell is determined, it is stored into the cell, while the CRCs (HEC and AAL 3/4
CRC-10) are generated as the cell is dispatched. Apart from registers, the Protocol Engine con
tains comparators for sequence number checks, counters to increment sequence numbers, and a
large number of tri-state buffers and transceivers to coordinate internal bus access.

The Reception and Transmission units are based on the ATM Forum's physical layer spec
ification for TAXI-based transport across 100 Mbps multimode fiber [16]. The Reception Unit re
ceives ATM cells from a 125 Mbps 4B/5B TAXI interface. The serial input from the ATM switch
is parallelized and written into the Reception Unit FIFO 16 bits at a time. The first four bytes of
the cell are simultaneously passed through an 8-bit CRC checker to verify the cell's Header Error
Check (HEC) code, while the payload of the cell is passed through a 10-bit CRC checker to verify
the cell's AAL 3/4 CRC. If an error is detected in either case, the cell is simply discarded. The
Reception Unit's control logic coordinates communication between the TAXI chip, the FIFO, the
CRC checker and the Memory Access Interface.

The Transmission Unit reads data 16 bits at a time from its assigned memory cell and
passes it to the TAXI transmission interface. The first four bytes of the cell are simultaneously
passed through an 8-bit CRC generator to produce the cell's new HEC code, and the cell's payload
is passed through a 10-bit CRC generator to produce the AAL 3/4 CRC code. The controller
coordinates the generation of the CRCs as well as the transmission of the cell through the TAXI
interface. It also communicates with the Memory Access Interface.

The streaming mode coimectionless server described above has been fully designed and
implemented, proving that such a relatively simple server is not only possible but eminently feasi
ble.

5 Conclusion

Connectionless service provides a means by which high speed data and LAN/MAN interconnection
services can be realized. The results derived in this paper can be applied directly to the Internet,
particularly as it evolves into an even larger broadband environment. Each of the issues presented
in this paper is relevant in wide area interworking environments, particularly in those which seek,
as the Intemet does, to interconnect widely distributed LANs and MANs.



This paper has presented architectural options forconnectionless transport, examined per
formance issues, and outlined the design of a streaming mode connectionless server. Two packet
forwarding techniques, streaming and reassembly modes, were studied via simulation, showing
that streaming mode provides substantially lower packet loss and delay under reahstic circum
stances. Although reassembly mode has some advantages over streaming mode, namely better
packet discarding and more flexibility in interleaving, it was shown that these factors have very
little effect on overall performance.

In addition to simulation results, a design andimplementation of a streaming modeconnec
tionless server were presented. Thisconnectionless server allows the fast lookup of packet infor
mation using a content addressable memory to index intoa RAM-based table ofpacket forwarding
information. Address resolution is alsoperformed in a simple content addressable memory. With
thedesign presented, thesupport of a 100 Mbps connectionless server is shown to be easily attain
able using off-the-shelfcomponents. The design is easily extendedfor larger, hierarchical address
spaces (e.g., E.164).

A possible extension of this work might include the development of a connectionless server
design capable of scaling its throughput. In addition to providing scalable throughput, the design
should minimize disruption of service when increasing bandwidth capacity. A potential scalable
architecture might employ a number ofcormectionless server modules, with each module function
ally identical to a nonscalable connectionless server. Packets may be distributedto modules by a
centralpacketdispatcher, whileaddress resolution andMIDallocation arealso performedcentrally
to avoid conflict on the outgoing connections. The authors have specified the detailed design of a
scalable connectionless server in [17].

Another possible extension of this work may consist of the development of bandwidth man
agement schemes for links between coimectionless servers. Renegotiating or borrowing bandwidth
on these connections when more is required would be useful in a situation where a scalable server
is in use. Furthermore, bandwidth management streamlines the efficiency of connectionless ser
vice, keeping allocated network resources to a minimal level while at the same time preventing
congestion by allowing further reallocations.

In future work, we intend to perform a mathematical analysis of streaming and reassem
bly mode connectionless servers in order to obtain performance measures that are not captured in
simulations. For instance, simulation measurements of loss rates on the order of 10"^, a typically
expected cell loss rate for ATM networks, cannot be feasibly obtained. We also intend to obtain
empirical benchmarks on the performance of our implemented connectionless server in an ATM
testbed environment.
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Figure 2: Switch-to-CLS Connection
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